
Section I  

LOCAL PROGRAMMING  

Section I lists regularly-scheduled and special programs that represent 

the station's issue-responsive programming providing the most 

significant treatment of the issues listed above for the calendar 

quarter.  

850 WFTL 

Sunday 5a-6a 

3rd  Quarter  2017 

 

ISSUE  
PROGRAM / 

TITLE 

DESCRIPTION  
GUEST  DATE/TIME  

DURATION  

Military 

history, WW I, 

WW II., Korea. 

American 

Revolution 

Florida 

Roundtable 

Smith and Yaffee:  on the Declaration of 

Independence – Ben Franklin John 

Adams, Thomas Jefferson 

- 10 minutes 

 

w/O’Donnell:  1st book – Beyond Valor – 

at age 4 he got a WW I book – has 

interviewed more than 4,000 veterans for 

his books – 11 books 30 shows on the 

history channel – on being embedded with 

marines at Fallujah – on WW II vets 

- 30 minutes 

 

w. O’Donnell:  on OSS in WWII – on 

giving a presentation at the Reagan Ranch 

– Young Americans for Freedom – WWI 

books are his favorite 

-                      10 minutes 

 

w/O’Donnell:  wins National Book award 

from the D A R for Washington’s 

Immortals – Battle of Brooklyn 

-                    10 minutes 

Patrick K. 

O’Donnell 

July 1-2,2017 60 min 

Hemingway 

and Dos Passos 

100th 

anniversary of 

WW 1 

Florida 

Roundtable 

Smith and Yaffee:  on World War I, 

Hemingway in Florida and Cuba 

- 10 minutes 

 

w/ Morris:  on Hemingway and Dos Passos 

– why the book – 100 years since WW I, 

“Ambulance Drivers” they were kids who 

wanted to be in the war – differences in 

men – liberal Dos Passos becomes 

conservative – everything changed after 

WWI 

- 30 minutes 

 

w/Morris:  the affects of WW I – on 

Hemingway’s writing – differences and 

new material - - widening the influence of 

Hemingway – editing Hemingway and Dos 

Passos – what drove them apart – women 

and politics 

- 10 minutes 

 

w/Morris:  on friendship and envy – Dos 

Passos was in Key west first 

-                        10 minutes 

James 

McGrath 

Morris 

July 8-9, 2017 60 min 



Financial 

situation of 

USA 

Florida 

Roundtable 

Smith and Yaffee:  College courses in 2017 

- 10 minutes 

 

W/Gause:  we have papered over the 2007 

disaster- Illinois, NEW Jersey And Maine 

in trouble, states running out of money – 

unfunded promises – since 167 borrowing 

LBJ against social security – predicts 

inter-generational warfare over debt – on 

printing money 

- 30 minutes 

 

w/Gause:  how we got here – bills of credit 

– unbacked paper – Hamilton vs. 

Jefferson – Hamilton won – debt paid in 

1835 – Article 1 const. on silver and gold 

lasts until 1913 – Federal Reserve – 1971 

Nixon closes gold window – losing checks 

and balance 

- 10 minutes 

 

w/ Gause on Federal reserve 

-              10 minutes 

Andy Gause, 

U S 

Financial 

analyst 

July 15-16, 

2017 

60 min 

Incendiary:  

The 

psychiatrist, 

the Mad 

Bomber, and 

the Invention of 

Criminal 

Profiling 

Florida 

Roundtable 

w/Yaffee:  GHW Bush turns 93 – story of 

Boys and Girls Clubs in Palm Beach 

County – Presidents in their 90s 

- 10 minutes 

 

w/ Cannell:  Criminal Profiling – the 

origins of profiling – can investigators 

understand a mad man – it takes intuition 

– a mad bomber in New York – Dr. James 

Brussel – a state of New York psychiatrist 

– a drug addict – his theory of reverse 

psychology – police were reluctant science 

a waste of time – police roughness – 

mental institutions were grisly 

- 30 minutes 

 

w/Cannell :  placed bombs to terrorize – 

not to kill for 16 years – this is a dark time 

of the Cold War – on bomb squad 

detectives and equipment – crime at an all 

time high – progressive Mayor Robt. 

Wagner – but hires old fashioned police – 

can prove toughness 

- 10 minutes 

 

w/Cannell:  on newspaper role – Seymor 

Brekson editor New York Journal 

American – prints letter to bomber and 

corresponds with him – shares with police 

- 10 minutes 

 

Michael 

Cannell 

July 22-23, 

2017 

60 min 



The Last 

Fighter Pilot 

Florida 

Roundtable 

Smith and Yaffee: comment on the WW II 

generation being the Greatest Generation 

- 10 minutes 

 

w/Yellin:  in Orlando – on becoming a 

pilot on being a team – different 

leadership than today – on “Magnificent 

Obsession”   

- 30 minutes 

 

w/Yellin:  at Iwo Jima 78th Fighter 

Squadron on atomic bombs and ending 

the war – Gen. Curtis LeMay – lack of 

knowledge of Japan 

- 10 minutes 

 

w/Yellin:  1983 visit to Japan as bank 

consultant – his son taught English in 

Japan 

-                          10 minutes 

Capt. Jerry 

Yellin, U S 

ARMY Air 

Force 

retired 

July 29-30, 

2017 

60 min 

The Complete 

Infidel’s Guide 

to Free Speech 

Florida 

Roundtable 

Smith and Yaffee: Hillary book – bizarre 

college courses 

- 10 minutes 

 

w/Spencer:  why the book – on Facebook 

and Twitter editing for favorable Muslim 

comment only – bringing Islamic law to 

the West – hate speech – Salman Rushdie 

– death sentence 1989 – college campuses 

and leftists 

- 30 minutes 

 

w/Spencer:  on Mohammad Atta and 9/11 

“Just stay quiet”  how to fight back – 

require platforms – on UN limiting of free 

speech – Islam and terrorism – Obama 

and Hillary Clinton on living under your 

own laws – England –  

- 10 minutes 

 

w/Spencer:  blasphemy laws in Muslim 

countries  used to lynch Christians – our 

leaders not doing enough to combat them 

– on Americans becoming activists – 

remove Obama immunities. 

-                        10 minutes 

Robert 

Spencer, 

Director 

Jihadwatch.

org 

August 5-6, 

2017 

60 min 

Political 

analysis and 

creating humor 

Florida 

Roundtable 

Smith and Yaffee:  College courses and 

political  humor 

- 10 minutes 

 

w/Summers:  new book Drawn and Buried 

– cartooning background in Florida – 

origins and background in syndicated 

political cartooning 

- 30 minutes 

 

w/Summer:  on cartooning and working 

with newspaper editors 

- 10 minutes 

 

w/Summers:  on Ronald Reagan and 

publishing 

-                      10 minutes 

Dana 

Summers. 

Syndicated 

editorial 

cartoonist 

August 12-13, 

2017 

60 min 



FDA, opioids, 

drug pricing 

Florida 

Roundtable 

Smith and Yaffee:  on the teaching of 

civics  in the public schools 

- 10 minutes 

 

w/Pitts:  FDA needs to know its proper 

role.  Leadership necessary – on opioids – 

FDA should be working with insurance 

companies.  Doctors can be penny wise 

and pound foolish – what to do at state 

level 

- 30 minutes 

 

w/Pitts:  Drug pricing   11 cents of the 

dollar spent on drugs – are we getting 

value for our price – what about cheaper 

drugs overseas.   

- 10 minutes 

 

w/Pitts:  on expanding access to 

experimental medicines – FDA needs more 

funding – on counterfeit medicines 

-                      10 minutes 

Peter Pitts, 

Pres/ Center 

for Medicine 

in the Public 

Interest 

August 19-20, 

2017 

60 min 

National and 

Florida politics 

Florida 

Roundtable 

w/Yaffee:  Tear it Down march in New 

Orleans,   Joan of Arc 

- 10 minutes 

 

w/Puzzuoli:  on Trump and Afghanistan – 

most presidential speech yet – on change 

of position in Afghanistan, a diplomatic 

tilt toward India –the office restricts what 

can be done on people and governing tax 

reform will come Obamacare and repeal 

and replace 

- 30 minutes 

 

w/Puzzuoli:  on governor’s race –early 

testing of waters Putnam, Latvala, 

Corcoran GOP has clear choices – Dems – 

Tally mayor, Gwen Graham – in the end 

many need name ID – cabinet posts up as 

well. 

-                      10 minutes 

 

w/ Puzzuoli;  on Democrats and money 

raising – GOP must have forward 

nationally – in Fla Dems are moving left – 

will become outside the mainstream- 

troubling dynamics – wish list for the rest 

of 2017. 

-                         10 minutes 

Ed Puzzuoli, 

Tripp Scott 

Ft. 

Lauderdale 

– political 

analyst Fox 

August 26 – 

27, 2017 

60 min 



Florida and the 

Presidents; 

statues 

removals 

Florida 

Roundtable 

Smith and Yaffee:   Florida and the 

Presidents – Florida candidates for Pres. 

- 10 minutes 

 

w/ Clark:  Presidents in Florida – 

Truman, most, Obama least, Trump, 

Kennedy, Nixon, Bush 41 – on Andrew 

Jackson in Fla.   Arthur and Taft did not 

stop in Orlando – Harding in Titusville –  

- 30 minutes 

 

w/Clark:  Hardin in Sarasota, on Tear it 

Down of statues – Civil War was fought 

over slavery  

- 10 minutes 

 

w/Clark:  some statues are works of art – 

on Grant in Sanford 

-                             10 minutes 

 

Dr. Jim 

Clark, UCF 

History 

Sept. 2-3, 

2017 

60 min 

Nathan 

Bedford 

Forrest and 

historic statues 

Florida 

Roundtable 

Smith and Yaffee:  Dr. Joel Hunter on 

mixing God and hate speech 

- 10 minutes 

 

W/Dr. Mitcham:  military history on his 

interest in the Civil War – on Nathan 

Bedford Forrest – why important – 

uniquely American success story  - 1st 

grade education – rose from private to Lt. 

Gen. in four years = a pragmatist – log 

cabin born early on becomes entrepreneur 

– a multi-millionaire at wars beginning – 

attitudes to blacks in 1840s – 1861 gives 

slaves a deal for freedom 

- 30 minutes 

 

W/Mitcham – Blacks become human to 

him during war & briefly with KKK – did 

not found it – later years advocates for 

black voting – supports black churches – 

why north wanted a second war – Speaker 

House 

- 10 minutes 

 

W/Mitcham – on Al Sharpton and 

Jefferson Memorial – on standing up for 

history – real history what to learn from 

history. 

-                      10 minutes 

Dr. Sam  

Mitcham, 

military 

historian 

Sept. 9-10, 

2017 

60 min 



Nathan 

Bedford 

Forrest and 

historic statues 

Florida 

Roundtable 

***Repeat of 9/9-9/10 because of 

Hurricane Irma 

 

Smith and Yaffee:  Dr. Joel Hunter on 

mixing God and hate speech 

- 10 minutes 

 

W/Dr. Mitcham:  military history on his 

interest in the Civil War – on Nathan 

Bedford Forrest – why important – 

uniquely American success story  - 1st 

grade education – rose from private to Lt. 

Gen. in four years = a pragmatist – log 

cabin born early on becomes entrepreneur 

– a multi-millionaire at wars beginning – 

attitudes to blacks in 1840s – 1861 gives 

slaves a deal for freedom 

- 30 minutes 

 

W/Mitcham – Blacks become human to 

him during war & briefly with KKK – did 

not found it – later years advocates for 

black voting – supports black churches – 

why north wanted a second war – Speaker 

House 

- 10 minutes 

 

W/Mitcham – on Al Sharpton and 

Jefferson Memorial – on standing up for 

history – real history what to learn from 

history. 

-                      10 minutes 

Dr. Sam  

Mitcham, 

military 

historian 

Sept. 16-17, 

2017 

60 min 

Judgement at 

Appomattox 

and statue issue 

Florida 

Roundtable 

Smith and Yaffee:  on why Civil War is 

important to understand 

- 10 minutes 

w/Peters – Judgment at Appomattox and 

Civil War series – on Confederate statue 

bru-ha-ha – civil war 740,000 dead – 

Lincoln assassination on hatred, Lee and 

Grant 

- 30 minutes 

 

w/Peters- defeated people need heroes – 

winners have heroes – 1st modern war – 

Grant on modern warfare – a visionary 

general Grant does the ugly stuff  - on 

respect for Lee and abilities – Jackson – 

brilliant –the details of war make it real 

- 10 minutes 

 

Smith and Yaffee:  on reconstruction and 

New Orleans integration EARLY 

-                     10 minutes 

Ralph 

Peters, Fox 

News analyst 

Sept. 23-24, 

2017 

60 min 

 

 

 



Florida and 

National 

politics 

Florida 

Roundtable 

Smith and Yaffee:  Healthcare failure 

- 10 minutes 

 

w/Rhodes Cook:  newsletter format and 

content – a special time – GOP wins ALL 

the special elections – Democrats have a 

poor strategy – can’t win the house back 

or take the Senate  should use a selective 

strategy – what can help Dems, structure 

helps the GOP – turnout in off year is 

whiter and older, predicts hard work for 

Democrats in Senate 

- 30 minutes 

 

w/Rhodes Cook – Nelson vs. Scott in 

Florida a classic National race – Dems 

must hold for any chance to take senate – 

hurricane might help – Trump helped by 

hurricane 

- 10 minutes 

 

w/Cook:  more Senate – Jeff Flake and 

Ted Cruz prime targets, healthcare has 

hurt GOP 

-                         10 minutes 

Sept. 30 – 

Oct 1 

Rhodes Cook 60 min 

 


